Refrigerator and Freezer

I. Flammable Refrigerator and Freezer
The Warranty is good for 13 months from the date of purchase which is until September 2009. The manual contains information about the warranty, cleaning, defrosting and troubleshooting. The manual is located in Drawer 1 of the filing cabinet. The refrigerator should be plugged into an outlet that will use emergency power (red outlet). The temperature gauge on the top of the unit gives the freezer temperature and should be around \(-10^\circ\text{C}\).

II. Non-Flammable Refrigerator and Freezer
The freezer reaches standard freezer temperature which is around \(4^\circ\text{C}\). Only non-flammable items should be placed in this refrigerator and the outside should be clearly labeled thus. This refrigerator is commonly used for biological items such as bacteria and electrophoresis gels.

Neither refrigerator should be used for storage of food or drink and both should be clearly labeled as such.